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For Michael—
“Here you go, bud.”



Chronicle I

I gaze out the window, looking upon small pedals,

Trying so vigorously to bud;

The hues of violet and yellow,

Bright against winter's last gray days.

I grab a pear from the bowl of fruit on the table—

Bruised from your touch.

So quickly it is tossed out the door,

Along with everything else I've come to know.

Part of myself exits the home with the mixture of 

apples

and pears;

The only thing I can manage to carry is my tome of

memory,

It's random blank pages heavy on my back.

I do not want to forget anything of my former life,

yet while I stare at old notes and letters your signature

seems foreign,

It is abstract as history.



   



   

10/16/14

so here i stand.

face-to-face with that familiar object.

heavy as thick limestone,

always was.

nothing changes.

years and that's all, folks.

sanity cowers at that thought,

thrust back on my shoulders.

but this is life.

and there is conquering

and there is death.

not even a hero can escape it.

so here i stand.

nothing changes.

but this is life.

you win.



cardboard coffee cup

11 days, all wasted. Time with you always seems 

grand ‘til I swallow your steaming darkness.

spitting out the boiling mess quicker than I took it in, I 

always seem to forget the hardships that face your 

cardboard coffee cup.

Talented as you are I know you’d see if you looked, 

but then your english teacher catches you peeking then 

back with the dog you go.

You both seem to have it all together; the lean figure 

and dapper looks, ‘til the sides cave in from all of the 

steam coming from your ears- you and that cardboard 

coffee cup.

But it’s hard to realize that even that robust cup, firm 

with the grip of your hand will someday be pitched.

and with it all the thoughts in my mind and dreams that 

will never be. I do understand, and i’m sorry, you 

cardboard coffee cup.



F-150

huge beast, that black monster.

he swallowed me into his empty shell not aware that 

snakes bite hard!

"fix my AC, my flat tire, this broken steering wheel," 

says he but then forwards in gouging out my eyeballs 

& stealing my wallet.

hacking into my whole life as if it were some bank 

account, that black monster.



   


